ADD MIND READING TO YOUR

VIRTUAL MEETINGS
& EVENTS

VIRTUAL MAGIC
SHOWS TO INSPIRE
Imagine organizing an event where all of your guests are surprised, engaged, laughing and most
importantly - are enjoying an event that they will remember for a long time. Matti’s virtual show
guarantees all of the above, but don’t take his word for it:
“Thank you for an amazing virtual experience, everyone really enjoyed themselves”
Chen, Powerlix

“It was truly amazing seeing everyone in the meeting so engaged and in awe.
Thank you so much for that.”
Karen, IFS
In his virtual show, Matti combines psychological techniques, suggestions, and imagination.
In this elegant and exciting show, your guests will experience actual mind-reading, having their
thoughts inﬂuenced and choices of words and pictures predicted in surprising ways.
This is an experience you do not want to miss.

Here are three examples of what the audience will experience:
• Imagine the VP of R&D secretly choosing the technology solution you are about to acquire,
and even without him saying what it is, all other participants already know the details.
• Experiencing real feats of suggestion throughout the show, culminating in a big surprising ending.
• Watching a routine that will truly inspire everyone to reconnect with their imagination.

“By the end of the show, everyone will have a big smile
on their face as they will ask: how did he do it?
And the answer is… really well.”
Matti Weinberg
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WHY IS MATTI A GOOD
CHOICE FOR YOU?
First and foremost, he truly cares about you. Even before the show stars, Matti will send you
some graphics to help you create buzz about the show with your employees. Matti will leverage
his unique deep memory skill to memorize the names of every VIP employee in your company
and will be able to mention your message in subtle clever ways throughout the show.
Matti will pay attention to all of the details you care about and more. This includes everything,
from doing tech rehearsal, making sure sound quality and light conditions are perfect, and also
guide you with ways to triple the engagement levels in the show. You will even get a recording
of the show, for no extra charge. That’s why they call him the Gentleman of Mentalism.

“There is life before Matti, and life after it”

GREAT SERVICES FOR
GREAT COMPANIES
Bowtie package vs the 3 piece suit package

Bowtie package
In this package you receive a 20 minute virtual show, designed to give your team the required
breather during a meeting or event. You will all experience mind-reading, psychological games,
a test of intuition and a big surprise ending. This is a great choice to spice up a long day of
meetings and give a much needed break for all the hard workers.
*A customised routine with a message of your choice can be incorporated for no extra cost.

3 - Piece suit package
This is the complete show to turn your event into something amazing. 40 minutes of
astonishment. On top of what you will get with the bowtie package, there is a special experience
of getting everyone to really engage and spark their imagination in a beautiful routine, plus a few
extra surprises.
*A customised routine with a message of your choice can be incorporated for no extra cost.
**If you so require, Matti can also MC your entire event. Please ask Matti for information about that when you meet with him.

Tuxedo package
45 minute + bonuses: MC of the event, A 20 minute lecture after the show with an attached PDF
summarising the event and the lecture + short videos discussing key points of the lecture

TESTIMONIALS

“Thank you Matti for a wonderful virtual show, everyone really enjoyed
it and felt really good after the meeting. You are the best!”

“Who knew a mentalism show could be so good over zoom? Seriously!”

“Everyone thoroughly enjoyed the show, we initially wanted a 20 minute show
but after the demo call with Matti we decided to go for the full show and we are
so happy we did! A wonderful experience.”

“WOW! Amazing show. We really hope travelling will be available soon
so we can bring Matti here for a live in-person show. Book him!’

RAISED AS A
TRUE GENTLEMAN

Even though Matti was born and raised
in Israel, he kept visiting his family in
the UK (in Glasgow and Bournemouth)
and was deeply inﬂuenced from a young
age by British manners. This soon
became more than a hobby for Matti
but also a fashion statement.
His grandmother used to say:
“Little Matti… such a ﬁne gentleman,”
and she was right.

BOOKING THE GENTLEMAN OF MENTALISM FOR YOUR
VIRTUAL EVENT IS THE PROPER DECISION TO MAKE!

“Your event is all about the people
that attend and the connections that
will form between them.”
Matti Weinberg

HURRY UP AND BOOK MATTI NOW.
YOU WON’T REGRET IT

matti@mattiweinberg.com
+972-545-998-936

